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worship of community,  can wish to  make  man like
the State ;  the sane course is to assimilate the State to
the individual.    Or again, the old-fashioned Socialism
which aimed at the creation of one vast, centralized,
bureaucratic dominion was  plainly irrational because
it worked against the grain of a society already fretted
with various associations within the State.    The new
schools   of   Socialism   are   more   empirical   and   less
doctrinaire.    They   propose,   for   instance,   to   weave
into the fabric of the community the industrial associa-
tions, such as Trade Unions, that have sprung naturally
out  of industrial life.    While  realizing  that   the   old
Guild philosophy is dead, and that the modern Trade
Unions have no real historical connexion with Guild-
life, they insist that association by function is just as
natural as association by territory, and that a healthy
society can only be built on professional as well as on
regional grouping.    And they reach these results not
merely by speculation, but by an investigation of the
growth and changes of society.    The eighteenth century
produced  a  barren  rationalism  in  ethics.    Men  like
Cudworth and Clark had maintained that the laws of
right behaviour could be apprehended by reason just
as we apprehend the laws of mathematics ;   they did
not bother their heads by attempting to combine these
abstract  laws  with  the  data  of  experience.    In  the
same way political theory had suffered from a plethora
of abstractions.    Burke was perfectfy right in rejecting
the arbitrary assumptions of those who first made some
postulate about humanity (e.g. Hobbes' assertion that
men are governed always by a passion for security)
and then built elaborate castles founded on the sandy
foundation   of   this   postulate.    It  is   plainly  no   use
dreaming about an ideal state of nature unless we can
make that dream harmonize with the real state of man.

